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ON THE CENTRALIZER OF A BALANCED NILPOTENT
SECTION
WILLIAM HARDESTY
Abstract. Let G be a split reductive algebraic group defined over a complete
discrete valuation ring O, with residue field F and fraction field K, where the
fiber GF is geometrically standard. A balanced nilpotent section x ∈ Lie(G)
can roughly be thought of as an O-point in a K nilpotent orbit such that the
corresponding orbits over K and F have the same Bala–Carter label. In this
paper, we will establish a number of results on the structure of the centralizer
Gx ⊆ G of x. This includes a proof that Gx is a smooth group scheme, and
that the component groups of the geometric fibers Gx
K
and Gx
F
are isomorphic.
1. Introduction
Let p be a prime, and let O be a complete discrete-valuation-ring (DVR) with
uniformizer ω, fraction field K, and perfect residue field F of characteristic p. For an
O-scheme X , and an O-algebra A, we use the notation XA := X ×Spec(O) Spec(A).
Let G be a split reductive algebraic group scheme over Spec(O), with a (lower)
Borel subgroup B and a maximal torus T . We will assume that GK and GF are
geometrically standard (cf. [Mc3, §3.1]).
Example 1.1. If G = SLn, then GF is geometrically standard provided p ∤ n.
Let g = Lie(G) be the Lie algebra of G, regarded as a scheme, and let gO := g(O)
denote the O-points of g, which gives a lattice gO ⊂ gK. We will refer to the elements
of gO as sections, since such an element corresponds to a map x : Spec(O) → g.
For each section x ∈ gO, let xK ∈ gK and xF ∈ gF denote the values of this map at
the generic point and closed point of Spec(O) respectively.
The adjoint action gives gO the structure of a rational G-module (equivalently
an O[G]-comodule). For any x ∈ gO, let G
x ⊆ G denote the scheme-theoretic
centralizer of x, and let GxK
K
⊆ GK and G
xF
F
⊆ GF denote the scheme-theoretic
centralizers of xK and xF (see [J1, I.2.12(1)] for the definition).
1 In fact, it can be
deduced from the definition that for any O-algebra A,
GxAA
∼= (Gx)A.
To improve notation, we will often omit the parenthesis on the right hand side, and
take GxA ⊆ GA to mean the centralizer of xA ∈ gA.
Definition 1.2. We say that a section x is balanced if GxK
K
and GxF
F
are smooth
group schemes and dimGxK
K
= dimGxF
F
(cf. [Mc3]).
1To simplify notation, we will often write Gx
K
and Gx
F
in place of G
xK
K
and G
xF
F
respectively.
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Remark 1.3. The definition of balanced in particular implies that the scheme-
theoretic centralizers of xK and xF are actually reduced, since smooth implies re-
duced. Thus, over the algebraic closures K and F, the base changes Gx
K
and Gx
F
coincide with the “classical” centralizers, which are defined only on the geometric
points as in [LS].
Remark 1.4. It follows from [Mc3, Theorem 4.5.2 and Corollary 7.3.2] and the proof
of [Mc3, Corollary 9.2.2], that the orbits of x
K
and x
F
have the same Bala–Carter
label.
It is worth mentioning that that balanced nilpotent sections exist for every F-
orbit by [Mc3, Theorem 4.5.2]. Thus, since there exist only finitely many nilpotent
F-orbits, it is possible to enlarge O by a finite extension so that for every F nilpo-
tent orbit C
F
, there exists a balanced section x ∈ gO such that xF ∈ CF (the
corresponding extension of F is also finite, and thus will remain perfect).
1.1. Smoothness of Gx. By a smooth morphism f : X → Y of schemes, we will
mean a morphism which satisfies the definition given in [St, Tag 01V8]. We have
included a proof of the following lemma due to the lack of a proper reference.
Lemma 1.5. A morphism f : X → Y between schemes of finite-type is smooth if
and only if
(1) f is flat,
(2) for every geometric point y → Y , the fiber product X ×Y y is a smooth
variety.
Proof. By first applying [St, Tag 01V4], we can reduce down to checking smoothness
at every fiber X ×Y y for any point {y} → Y . By definition, {y} = Spec(k) for
some field k, and so by [Ht, Theorem III.10.2], X×Y Spec(k) is smooth if and only
if X ⊗Y Spec(k) is smooth. Combining these two results gives the lemma. 
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.6. If x ∈ gO is a balanced nilpotent section, then G
x → Spec(O) is a
smooth morphism.
Remark 1.7. We already know that the morphism Gx → Spec(O) is finite-type
with geometric fibers Gx
K
and Gx
F
, which are smooth varieties by Remark 1.3, so
according to Lemma 1.5, it suffices to show that O[Gx] is a flat O-module. However,
since O is a DVR, this is equivalent to proving that O[Gx] is torsion-free over O.
This will be proven in §3.3.
1.2. Results on component groups. Let A(x
K
) = Gx
K
(K)/(Gx
K
)◦(K) andA(x
F
) =
Gx
F
(F)/(Gx
F
)◦(F) denote the (discrete) component groups of the geometric fibers Gx
K
and Gx
F
respectively. In the case where G is simple and of adjoint type, it follows
from Remark 1.4 and [MS] that there is an isomorphism of groups A(x
K
) ∼= A(xF).
We will extend this result to arbitrary split reductive groups G with geometrically
standard fiber GF.
Theorem 1.8. If x ∈ gO is a balanced nilpotent section, then there is a group
isomorphism A(x
K
) ∼= A(x
F
).
Remark 1.9. This will be proven in §3.4.
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We will also prove in Theorem 3.12, that it always possible to enlarge O so that
the identity components for the fibers can be lifted to a normal subgroup scheme
(Gx)◦EGx, where the quotient Gx/(Gx)◦ is an affine group scheme whose geometric
fibers are A(x
K
) and A(x
F
).
1.3. Centralizers for the G × Gm action. In §4, we consider the centralizers
for a certain action of G × Gm on g. For instance, we will show that if x ∈ gO is
balanced for the G action, then the centralizer (G×Gm)
x ⊆ G×Gm is also smooth,
and there exists an isomorphism of component groups for the geometric fibers (see
Theorem 4.4). An application of this will be given in Proposition 4.7, which can be
used to relate the representation theory for the reductive quotients of the K and F
centralizers by considering the representation theory of (G×Gm)
x.
1.4. Additional comments. The main source of motivation for this project orig-
inated from the author’s work with P. Achar and S. Riche on the modular Lustig–
Vogan bijection in [AHR1], where the structure and representation theory of Gx
plays a crucial role.
It should also be mentioned that the smoothness of Gx result has been verified
in a number of cases, and by very different arguments, in [AHR1] and [B].
1.5. Acknowledgements. The author wishes to express his gratitude to P. Achar,
S. Riche and G. McNinch for their helpful comments and suggestions.
2. The torsion-free subgroup scheme
Fix a balanced nilpotent section x ∈ gO and let
Itor = ker(O[G
x]→ K⊗O O[G
x] ∼= K[Gx]).
denote the ideal consisting of all the ω-torsion elements of O[Gx], then V (Itor) is a
closed torsion-free subscheme of Gx.
2.1. We will begin by establishing some general properties of this subscheme.
Lemma 2.1. Let M an arbitrary O-module, and let N ≤M be any free finite-rank
O-submodule, then the natural morphism
N ⊗O N
υ
−→M ⊗O M
is injective.
Proof. Since the functor −⊗O K : O-mod→ K-mod is exact, the induced map
NK −→MK
is also injective, so we can regardNK as a submodule ofMK. There is a commutative
diagram
(N ⊗O N)⊗K N ⊗O NK N ⊗O (K ⊗K NK) NK ⊗K NK
υ⊗1
y
y
y
y
(M ⊗O M)⊗K M ⊗O MK M ⊗O (K ⊗K MK) MK ⊗K MK
where the “ = ” symbols denote natural isomorphisms. The rightmost arrow is the
canonical injection
NK ⊗K NK →֒MK ⊗K MK,
so in particular, υ ⊗ 1 is injective.
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Composing −⊗OK with the forgetful functor to O-mod, and letting S = ker(υ),
gives the commutative diagram
0 −−−−→ S −−−−→ N ⊗O N
υ
−−−−→ M ⊗O My
y
y
0 −−−−→ S ⊗O K −−−−→ (N ⊗O N)⊗O K
υ⊗1
−−−−→ (M ⊗O M)⊗O K.
The exactness of the top row implies exactness of the bottom row since −⊗O K is
exact. However, the injectivity of υ⊗1 implies S⊗OK = 0. Therefore, S ⊆ N⊗ON is
a torsion submodule of the free finite-rank O-module N⊗ON , and hence, S = 0. 
We will also require the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let H be any affine algebraic group scheme over SpecO, then the
closed subscheme V (Itor) ⊆ H is actually a (torsion-free) subgroup scheme, which
we will denote by Htf.
Proof. By [J1, I.2.4(6)] it suffices to show
(2.1) ∆(Itor) ⊆ Itor ⊗O[H ] +O[H ]⊗ Itor,
ε(Itor) = 0 and σ(Itor) ⊆ Itor where ∆, ε and σ are the comultiplication, counit
and antipode for O[H ] respectively.
Clearly Itor ⊆ I1, since O[H ]/I1 ∼= O is torsion-free, where I1 = ker(ε). Also,
since σ : O[H ]→ O[H ] is an O-linear map, it must preserve torsion. So the second
and third identities are verified and we are left to verify (2.1).
Let f ∈ Itor be arbitrary, then ∆(f) is also torsion since ∆ is O-linear. Now
suppose,
∆(f) =
m∑
i=1
fi ⊗ hi,
and let M ≤ O[H ] be the O-submodule generated by fi, hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since
M is finitely-generated and O is a DVR, then there exists a decomposition M =
Mtor ⊕Mfree. Let {e1, . . . , er} be a basis for Mfree, then for i = 1, . . . ,m,
fi =


m∑
j=1
ai,jej

+ ϕi, hi =


m∑
j=1
bi,jej

+ ψi,
where ai,j , bi,j ∈ O and ϕi, ψi ∈Mtor. Let αi =
∑m
j=1 ai,jej and βi =
∑m
j=1 bi,jej,
so that
fi ⊗ hi = αi ⊗ βi + (αi ⊗ ψi + ϕi ⊗ βi + ϕi ⊗ ψi).
Clearly, fi ⊗ hi − αi ⊗ βi ∈ Itor ⊗O[G
x] +O[Gx]⊗ Itor, and is, in particular, tor-
sion.
On the other hand, the αi ⊗ βi terms are in the image of the natural map
Mfree ⊗Mfree −→ O[H ]⊗O[H ].
By Lemma 2.1, this map is injective, and thus Mfree ⊗Mfree can be regarded as a
free finite-rank O-submodule of O[H ]⊗O[H ]. It follows that
m∑
i=1
αi ⊗ βi = ∆(f)−
m∑
i=1
(αi ⊗ ψi + ϕi ⊗ βi + ϕi ⊗ ψi)
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is both torsion and lies in the free submodule Mfree⊗Mfree, and therefore must be
zero. 
Remark 2.3. The property that V (Itor) is a subgroup scheme, also appears to follow
from a more general property, stated at the beginning of §3.1 in[GM].
2.2. In this subsection, it will be proven that Gxtf is smooth, and that G
x
tf,F
contains
the identity component (Gx
F
)◦ (see [Mi, Definition 13.12] for the definition of the
identity component over a general field). By Remark 1.3, the identity component
of Gx
F
is also reduced. Our strategy will be to compare the distribution algebras of
the K and F centralizers.
Let us first recall that the K and F centralizers admit the Levi decompositions
(2.2) GxK = G
x
K,red ⋉G
x
K,unip, G
x
F = G
x
F,red ⋉G
x
F,unip
(cf. [Mc1, Corollary 29]). By [Mc3, Corollary 9.2.2], theK and F reductive quotients
also have the same root datum. Moreover, by [Mc1, Theorem 28], the unipotent
radicals Gx
K,unip and G
x
F,unip are both split, and have the same rank (i.e. as schemes,
they are both isomorphic to affine spaces of the same dimension). Thus, there is
an isomorphism of graded vector spaces
(2.3) Dist(GxK,unip) = Dist(A
d
K, 0), Dist(G
x
F,unip) = Dist(A
d
F, 0)
where d = dim Gx
K,unip = dim G
x
F,unip. These distributions are explicitly calculated
in [J1, I.7.3].
Lemma 2.4. For all n ≥ 0,
dim Distn(G
x
K) = dim Distn(G
x
F).
Proof. Apply (2.2), and observe that since Gxred,K and G
x
red,F have the same root-
datum, then the classification results from [J1, II.1] imply the existence of a Kostant
O-form UO ⊆ Dist(G
x
red,K) which satisfies F⊗O UO
∼= Dist(Gxred,F). So in particular,
dim Distn(G
x
red,K) = dim Distn(G
x
red,F)
for all n ≥ 0.
The result now follows by tensoring both sides with the respective unipotent
distribution algebras and applying (2.3). 
Definition 2.5. By [J1, I.7.4], an affine scheme X over O is said to be infinitesi-
mally flat at z ∈ X(O) provided O[X ]/In+1z are flat O-modules for all n ≥ 0, where
Iz is the ideal corresponding to z.
The infinitesimal flatness property is necessary in order for distribution algebras
to work “nicely” for an O-group scheme.
Lemma 2.6. Both Gx and Gxtf are infinitesimally flat at 1 ∈ G
x
tf(O) = G
x(O), and
Itor ⊆
⋂
n≥1 I
n
1 .
Proof. Let I1,K and I1,F be the augmentation ideals for the corresponding fibers.
From the map
O[Gx]→ F⊗O O[G
x] ∼= O[Gx]/ωO[Gx],
we can see that I1,F =
I1+ωO[G
x]
ωO[Gx] , and more generally,
In1,F =
In1 + ωO[G
x]
ωO[Gx]
.
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This gives
F[Gx]/In1,F
∼=
O[Gx]
In1 + ωO[G
x]
.
On the other hand,
F⊗O (O[G
x]/In1 )
∼=
O[Gx]/In1
ω(O[Gx]/In1 )
∼=
O[Gx]/In1
(ωO[Gx] + In1 )/I
n
1
∼= F[Gx]/In1,F.
So there exist morphisms
K[Gx]/In1,K
∼= K⊗O (O[G
x]/In1 )← O[G
x]/In1 → F⊗O (O[G
x]/In1 )
∼= F[Gx]/In1,F.
By Lemma 2.4, the dimensions of the left and right side are equal, so that O[Gx]/In1
are torsion-free, and hence flat, for all n. Therefore, Gx i infinitesimally flat at 1.
Finally, since Itor ⊆
⋂
n≥1 I
n
1 , it also follows that G
x
tf is infinitesimally flat at 1. 
The preceding lemma also implies that Distn(G
x
tf)
∼= Distn(G
x) for all n ≥ 0.
The infinitesimal flatness for both groups allows us to apply [J1, I.7.4(1)], which
gives
(2.4) Distn(G
x
tf,F)
∼= F⊗O Distn(G
x
tf)
∼= F⊗O Distn(G
x) ∼= Distn(G
x
F),
for all n ≥ 0. In particular, Dist(Gxtf,F)
∼= Dist(GxF) as filtered algebras.
We may now prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 2.7. The group scheme Gxtf is smooth and (G
x
F
)◦ ⊆ Gx
tf,F
.
Proof. By construction, Gxtf,F ⊆ G
x
F
, and thus by [J1, I.7.17(7)], Dist(Gxtf,F) ⊆
Dist(Gx
F
) as filtered algebras. So Distn(G
x
tf,F) ⊆ Distn(G
x
F
) for all n ≥ 0. How-
ever, by (2.4), it follows that dimFDistn(G
x
tf,F) = dimFDistn(G
x
F
), and hence,
Distn(G
x
tf,F) = Distn(G
x
F
) for all n ≥ 0. Therefore,
(2.5) Dist(Gxtf,F) = Dist(G
x
F).
Let us now base change to F, where we note that (2.5) also holds over F by
[J1, I.7.4(1)]. The definition of the identity component implies 1Gx
F
∈ (Gx
F
)◦(F),
and so it follows that Dist((Gx
F
)◦) = Dist(Gx
tf,F
). Now since (Gx
F
)◦ is an irreducible
subgroup scheme of Gx
F
, then by (2.5) and [J1, I.7.17(7)], (Gx
F
)◦ ⊆ Gx
tf,F
, proving
the second statement of the proposition.
To prove the first statement, we first recall that by [J1, I.7.1(2)],
dimFDist
+
n (G
x
tf,F
) = dimFDist
+
n (G
x
F
)
for all n ≥ 1. Thus, by [J1, I.7.7], the Lie algebras of Gx
tf,F
and Gx
F
have the same
dimension. On the other hand,
(Gx
F
)◦ ⊆ Gx
tf,F
⊆ Gx
F
implies dimGx
tf,F
= dimGx
F
, and hence, Gx
tf,F
is smooth by [J1, I.7.17(1)]. Likewise,
Gx
tf,K
is automatically smooth by [J1, I.7.17(2)]. Thus, by Lemma 1.5, Gxtf will
be smooth provided O[Gxtf] is torsion-free. However, this property holds from the
definition of Gxtf, and so we are done. 
3. Smoothness and component groups of centralizers
To simplify our arguments, we will assume throughout this section that O is such
that F = F is algebraically closed, unless specified otherwise.
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3.1. Diagonalizable group schemes. For any commutative group Λ and a com-
mutative ring k, the diagonalizable group scheme over k associated to Λ, denoted
Diag(Λ), is defined by setting k[Diag(Λ)] := k[Λ], where k[Λ] is the group algebra
for Λ with the usual Hopf algebra structure (cf. [J1, I.2.5]).
Lemma 3.1. Let k be a commutative integral ring, and suppose X = Diag(ΛX),
Y = Diag(ΛY ) and Z = Diag(ΛZ) are diagonalizable group schemes over k with
morphisms X
ϕ
−→ Z and Y
ψ
−→ Z, then
X ×Z Y ∼= Diag(Λ),
where Λ is a pushout induced by two uniquely determined group homomorphisms
ΛZ
ϕ′
−→ ΛX and ΛZ
ψ′
−→ ΛY .
Proof. Since k is integral, then the isomorphism [J1, I.2.5(2)] ensures that the
morphisms ϕ and ψ are induced by unique group homomorphisms ΛZ
ϕ′
−→ ΛX
and ΛZ
ψ′
−→ ΛY . More precisely, if we identify k[X ] = k[ΛX ], k[Y ] = k[ΛY ] and
k[Z] = k[ΛZ ], where the Hopf algebras on the right are the group algebras for ΛX ,
ΛY and ΛZ respectively, then the comorphisms ϕ
∗ and ψ∗ are the group algebra
homomorphisms induced by ϕ′ and ψ′ respectively.
Now let Λ be the pushout of ϕ′ and ψ′, then
(3.1) Λ =
ΛX × ΛY
〈(ϕ′(λZ), 1)(1, ψ′(λZ)−1) | λZ ∈ ΛZ〉
,
where we use multiplicative notation to denote the group structure. Let us employ
the natural identification Λ′ ⊆ k[Λ′] for an abelian group Λ′ (i.e. identifying Λ′
with the “group-like” elements of k[Λ′]), so that by definition, Λ′ gives a k-basis of
k[Λ′]. We will also make use of the isomorphism of algebras
(3.2) k[ΛX ]⊗k k[ΛY ]
∼
−→ k[ΛX × ΛY ],
induced by sending λX ⊗k λY 7→ (λX , λY ) for any λX ∈ ΛX and λY ∈ ΛY .
Now let us note that the tensor product k[ΛX ] ⊗k[ΛZ ] k[ΛY ] coincides with the
pushout along ϕ∗ and ψ∗ in the category of commutative k-algebras. By definition
k[ΛX ]⊗k[ΛZ ] k[ΛY ]
∼= k[ΛX ]⊗k k[ΛY ]/I, where I is the k-submodule generated by
fφ∗(h) ⊗ g − f ⊗ ψ∗(h)g for all f ∈ k[X ], g ∈ k[Y ] and h ∈ k[Z]. In particular, I
is spanned by
λXϕ
′(λZ)⊗ λY − λX ⊗ ψ
′(λZ)λY ,
for all λX , λY and λZ .
Observe now that
λXϕ
′(λZ)⊗ λY = λX ⊗ ψ
′(λZ)λY ⇐⇒ ϕ
′(λZ)⊗ ψ
′(λZ )
−1 = 1⊗ 1
⇐⇒ (ϕ′(λZ ), ψ
′(λZ)
−1) = 1
for λX , λY and λZ , where the second “ ⇐⇒ ” arises from (3.2). From this, we
can see that k[ΛX ]⊗k[ΛZ ] k[ΛY ] can be equivalently obtained from k[ΛX × ΛY ] by
imposing the relation (ϕ′(λZ), ψ
′(λZ)
−1) = 1 for all λZ ∈ ΛZ . Comparing with the
description in (3.1) gives the group algebra k[Λ]. Therefore, we are done. 
Let k be any commutative ring, then we say that an affine k-schemeX is constant,
provided the associated k-functor
X : {k-algebras} → {sets}
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is a constant functor. If the cardinality |X(k)| = r < ∞, then there exists an
algebra isomorphism k[X ] ∼= k×r, where the right hand side is an r-fold direct
product with pointwise multiplication. An affine group scheme is called constant if
it is constant as a scheme.
Lemma 3.2. Let Λ be a finite abelian group with r = |Λ|. If p ∤ r, then Diag(Λ) is
a constant O-group scheme (i.e. O[Λ] ∼= O×r as an O-algebra).
Proof. Since Λ is a finite abelian group, then
Λ ∼= Z/n1Z× Z/n2Z× · · · × Z/ntZ,
where the n1, . . . , nt ∈ Z may have repeated multiplicities. In particular,
O[Λ] ∼= O[Z/n1Z]⊗O[Z/n2Z]⊗ · · · ⊗O[Z/ntZ].
Thus, Diag(Λ) is constant if Diag(Z/niZ) is constant for all i. The condition p ∤ r
clearly implies p ∤ ni for all i. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume
Λ is cyclic.
Supposing now that Λ = Z/rZ, gives
O[Λ] = O[z]/〈zr − 1〉.
Our assumption on O at the beginning of this section, implies that O (and hence
K) contain all roots of unity which are co-prime to p. Thus,
zr − 1 = (z − ζ1)(z − ζ2) · · · (z − ζr),
where ζ1, . . . , ζr ∈ O
∗ ⊂ K∗ are the primitive r-th roots of unity. We now define a
ring homomorphism
ϕ : O[Λ]→ O×r
f 7→ (f(ζ1), f(ζ2), . . . , f(ζr)).
The result will follow if we can prove that ϕ is an isomorphism.
It suffices to prove that ϕ is surjective as an O-module homomorphism. For
i = 1, . . . , r, set fi =
∏
j 6=i(z − ζj). Then f(ζj) = 0 for all j 6= i and
fi(ζi) =
∏
j 6=i
(ζi − ζj).
Our assumption p ∤ r implies that the reductions ζ1, ζ2, . . . ζr ∈ F = O/〈ω〉 are all
distinct (where ω ∈ O is the uniformizer). In particular, for i 6= j, ζi − ζj 6= 0, and
hence, ω ∤ (ζi − ζj) so that (ζi − ζj) is invertible in O. Thus, fi(ζi) ∈ O is also
invertible for all i.
Finally, if ǫi ∈ O
×r denotes the i-th coordinate function for i = 1, . . . , r, then
ϕ(fi) = fi(ζi)ǫi for all i. The invertibility of the fi(ζi) imply that the fi(ζi)ǫi form
a basis for the free O-module O×r, and therefore, ϕ is surjective. 
Following the convention from [Mc3, p. 5], we say that a subgroup scheme S ⊆ H
of an O-group scheme H is a maximal torus if the subgroup schemes SK ⊆ HK and
SF ⊆ HF are both maximal tori.
Lemma 3.3. Let CF be a nilpotent orbit, then there exists a balanced nilpotent
section x ∈ gO such that xF ∈ CF and SF = (TF ∩G
x
F
)◦ is a maximal torus for Gx
F
.
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Proof. By [Mc3, Theorem 1.2.1(a)], any xF ∈ CF lifts to some balanced nilpotent
section x ∈ gO. Suppose now that yF ∈ CF is arbitrary, and let y ∈ gO, be a
corresponding balanced nilpotent section which lifts yF. If S
′
F
⊆ GyF
F
is a maximal
torus for the centralizer, then there must exist a maximal torus T ′
F
of GF such
that S′
F
⊆ T ′
F
. Now since the maximal tori for GF are conjugate, then there exists
g ∈ GF(F) such that TF = gT
′
F
g−1. Let xF = g
−1yFg and fix a balanced lift x ∈ gO,
then xF ∈ CF and SF = g
−1S′
F
g ⊆ TF, must also be a maximal torus in G
xF
F
.
It will follow that SF = (TF ∩G
x
F
)◦ provided TF ∩G
x
F
is reduced. To see why this
is true, let us first fix the root space decomposition
gF = tF ⊕
⊕
α∈Φ⊂X
(gF)α,
so that the structure of gF as a TF-module is given by the comodule map
∆gF : gF → F[T ]⊗ gF
v 7→
∑
µ∈Φ∪{0}
µ(t)⊗ vµ,
where vµ denotes the projection onto the µ weight space of gF. The centralizer of
xF in TF is then determined by the abelian group
XxF = X/〈µ ∈ X | (xF)µ 6= 0〉,
(i.e. T ∩ Gx
F
∼= Diag(XxF)). From the properties of diagonalizable group schemes,
this is reduced if and only ifXxF contains no p-torsion. However, the latter property
follows immediately from [He, Definition 2.11 and Theorem 5.2]. 
The following proposition will enable us to relate the torus characters between
Gx
K
and Gx
F
representations.
Proposition 3.4. Let x ∈ gO and SF ⊆ G
x
F
be as in Lemma 3.3, then SF lifts to a
split torus S ⊆ Gx such that SK ⊆ G
x
K
is a maximal torus which is split.
Proof. First observe that since SF ⊆ G
x
F
is irreducible, and Dist(Gx
F
) = Dist(Gxtf,F)
by (2.5), then from [J1, I.7.17(7)], it follows that SF ⊆ G
x
tf,F. The fact that G
x
tf
is smooth by Proposition 2.7 now allows us to apply [Mc3, Theorem 2.1.1(c)] to
lift the embedding ϕ : Grm →֒ G
x
tf,F (corresponding to the inclusion SF ⊆ G
x
tf,F), to
a map ψ : Grm → G
x
tf ⊆ G
x. Moreover, by the same reasoning as in the proof of
[AHR2, Lemma 4.1], it can be verified that ψ is actually a closed embedding.
Thus, if we set S = ψ(Grm) ⊆ G
x
tf, where S
∼= Grm, then SK = ψK(G
r
m) ⊆ G
x
K
is a
split rank r-torus contained in Gx
K
. Finally, since the maximal tori for Gx
K
and Gx
F
have the same rank by [Mc3, Corollary 9.2.2], then SK must also be maximal. 
Remark 3.5. In particular, S
K
⊆ (Gx
K
)◦ and SF ⊆ (G
x
F
)◦ are maximal tori for the
connected components of the geometric fibers.
In order to reduce our component group calculations to the case of diagonalizable
group schemes, we will need the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let Z = Z(G) denote the center of G, let Z ′ ⊆ Z be any
diagonalizable subgroup scheme, and let S ⊆ G be any split O-torus, then S∩Z ′ ⊆ G
is diagonalizable.
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Proof. First recall that the center Z is diagonalizable (see [J1, II.1.6, II.1.8]). The
strategy of the proof will be to first construct a split O-torus T ′ ⊆ G with S ⊆ T ′
and Z ′ ⊆ T ′, this will allow the intersection of S ∩Z ′ to be taken inside of T ′. The
result will then follow from Lemma 3.1.
To construct T ′, first set H = CG(S), where CG(S) denotes the centralizer of S
in G. By [Mc3, Proposition 2.2.1], H is a smooth reductive group scheme over O
with connected fibers. Now let T ′
F
⊆ HF be a maximal split torus (of rank-r) for
H (recall that F = F by our assumption, so such a torus exists). As in the proof
of Proposition 3.4, T ′
F
can be lifted to a rank-r split torus of H . Let T ′ denote this
lift. Thus, T ′
K
⊆ HK is a rank-r split torus of HK. By [Mc3, Corollary 2.1.2], the
maximal tori for HK and HF must have the same dimension, and hence the same
rank if they are split. Therefore, T ′
K
is maximal in HK.
Let Z(H) ⊆ H denote the center of H . By definition, S ⊆ Z(H) and Z ⊆ Z(H)
(and hence Z ′ ⊆ Z(H)). For k ∈ {K,F},
(3.3) Z(H)k = Z(Hk) ⊆ T
′
k,
where the containment on the right holds because T ′
k
⊆ Hk is a maximal torus over
a field and Z(H)k is the center. So in particular, Sk ⊆ T
′
k
.
To prove S ⊆ T ′, first consider the inclusion
ϕ : S ∩ T ′ →֒ S,
and observe that S ⊆ T ′ if and only if ϕ is an isomorphism. Since base-change
commutes with taking fiber products, and thus commutes with taking intersections,
the base-changes of ϕ to k,
ϕk : (S ∩ T
′)k → Sk,
coincide with the inclusion Sk ∩ T
′
k
→֒ Sk. Thus, by (3.3), ϕk is an isomorphism
(i.e. is surjective). On the level of algebras, O[S ∩ T ′] = O[S] ⊗O[H] O[T
′] where
the comorphism ϕ∗ is surjective, so it suffices to show that ϕ∗ is injective (as an
O-module morphism). Base changing to K induces a commutative diagram
O[S]
ϕ∗
−−−−→ O[S]⊗O[H] O[T
′]
ψ
y
yψ′
K[S]
ϕ∗
K−−−−→
∼
K[S]⊗K[H] K[T
′].
The diagonalizability of S implies that O[S] is torsion-free, and hence ψ = 1 ⊗ id
must be injective. Thus ϕ∗
K
◦ψ is injective, and by commutativity, ψ′◦ϕ∗ is injective.
It then follows that ϕ∗ must be injective, and is therefore an isomorphism.
By a similar argument, we can show that the map Z ′∩T ′ →֒ Z ′ is an isomorphism
(using the fact that Z ′ is diagonalizable), and thus Z ′ ⊆ T ′.
We have established that S ⊆ T ′ and Z ′ ⊆ T ′. This allows us to identify
S ∩ Z ′ = S ×T ′ Z
′.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that S ∩ Z ′ is diagonalizable. 
3.2. Component groups of the geometric fibers. We will now prove that
the component groups A(x
K
) and A(xF) of the geometric fibers, have the same
cardinality.
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Lemma 3.7. If G is a simple group (with GF geometrically standard), then |A(xK)| =
|A(xF)|.
Proof. Let k ∈ {K,F} and denote H = Gx for a balanced nilpotent section x ∈
gO and S ⊆ H as in Proposition 3.4, so that Sk is a maximal torus for H
◦
k
by
Remark 3.5.
LetG′ = Gad andH
′ = Gxad, then the arguments in the proof of [LS, Lemma 2.33]
can be used to show that there exists an isogeny
1→ Z
k
→ H
k
→ H ′
k
→ 1,
obtained by restricting the “covering space” isogeny
1→ Z
k
→ G
k
→ G′
k
→ 1,
down to H
k
. (In particular, Z
k
⊆ G
k
is the center of G
k
.)
Now since H◦
k
gets mapped onto H ′◦
k
, there exists a sequence
(3.4) 1→
Z
k
H◦
k
H◦
k
→ A(x
k
)→ A′(x
k
)→ 1,
where A′(x
k
) =
H ′
k
H ′◦
k
. We can also identify
Z
k
H◦
k
H◦
k
∼=
Z
k
Z
k
∩H◦
k
. By Remark 1.4
and [MS, Theorem 36], |A′(x
K
)| = |A′(xF)|. Thus, by (3.4), it suffices to show
|Z
K
∩H◦
K
| = |ZF ∩H
◦
F
|.
However, since S
k
is a maximal torus, and Z
k
∩ H◦
k
is central, then it follows
that
Z
k
∩H◦
k
⊆ S
k
.
This gives, Z
k
∩ H◦
k
= Z
k
∩ S
k
. Observe that the intersection on the right hand
side actually arises from an intersection of O-group schemes since Z
k
and S
k
are
the (geometric) fibers of the subgroup schemes Z ⊆ G and S ⊆ G. In other words,
(Z ∩ S)
k
= Z
k
∩ S
k
.
By Proposition 3.6, Z∩S is a diagonalizable subgroup scheme of Z. Now observe
Z ∼= Diag(Λ) with Λ = X/ZΦ. The geometrically standard assumption implies that
p ∤ |X/ZΦ|. In particular, identifying Z ∩ S = Diag(Λ′) gives p ∤ |Λ′| since Λ′ is
a quotient of Λ. Thus, Lemma 3.2 now implies that Z ∩ S constant, and hence
|(Z ∩ S)
K
| = |(Z ∩ S)F|. Therefore, we are done. 
Now we consider the case of semisimple groups.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a semisimple group (with GF geometrically standard), then
|A(x
K
)| = |A(xF)|.
Proof. In this proof k will denote either K or F.
First suppose that
G = G1 × · · · ×Gr,
where the Gi are simple (and hence geometrically standard over F since G is ge-
ometrically standard of F by [Mc3, §3.1 (S2)]). Now note that since the factors
of G act independently on the corresponding factors of gO, then for any nilpotent
section
x = (x1, . . . , xr) ∈ (g1)O × · · · × (gr)O,
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the centralizer Gx satisfies
Gx = Gx11 × · · · ×G
xr
r ,
where Gxri ⊆ Gi is the centralizer of xi. To simplify notation, set Hi = G
x
i for all
i, and set H = Gx. Thus,
Hk = (H1)k × · · · × (Hr)k,
and hence, Hk is smooth if and only if (Hi)k is smooth for all i. This implies that
x ∈ gO is a balanced for G if and only if for all i, xi is balanced for Gi. Thus, if
we assume that x is balanced, then from the identity H◦
k
= (H1)
◦
k
× · · · × (Hr)
◦
k
, it
follows that
A(x
k
) = A((x1)k)× · · · ×A((xr)k).
Therefore, |A(x
K
)| = |A(xF)| by Lemma 3.7.
More generally, if G is an arbitrary semisimple group, then there exists an isogeny
(3.5) 1→ Z ′ →
r∏
i=1
Gi
pi
−→ G→ 1,
for some central, diagonalizable subgroup scheme Z ′ (see [J1, II.1.6]). Since G′
k
is geometrically standard, then Z ′
k
is both smooth by [He, Definition 2.11 and
Theorem 5.2], and finite since G′
k
is a finite product of quasi-simple group schemes.
In particular, Z ′ is constant.
Let G′ =
∏r
i=1Gi, and let x
′ = (x′1, . . . , x
′
r) ∈ g
′
O
be a balanced nilpotent section,
and let x = dπ(x′) ∈ gO. Let H
′ denote the centralizer of x′, and let H denote
the centralizer of x. By the same argument as in [LS, Lemma 2.33], there exists an
isogeny
(3.6) 1→ Z ′
k
→ H ′
k
→ H
k
→ 1,
induced by base changing (3.5) to k, and restricting down to the centralizer H ′
k
.
Now since Z ′
k
is smooth, and H ′
k
is smooth since x′ is balanced, then H
k
must also
be smooth. It follows that the section x ∈ gO is also balanced.
Observe now that the isogeny sends H ′◦
k
onto H◦
k
, and thus induces a sequence
1→
Z ′
k
H ′◦
k
H ′◦
k
→ A′(x
k
)→ A(x
k
)→ 1,
where we identify
Z ′
k
H ′◦
k
H ′◦
k
∼=
Z ′
k
Z ′
k
∩H ′◦
k
.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x′ ∈ g′
O
also satisfies the condi-
tions of Lemma 3.3. Applying Proposition 3.4 to x′ and G′ now provides a split,
maximal torus S′ ⊆ H ′. As in the proof of Lemma 3.7, the proof of this lemma
will follow by showing that Z ′∩S′ is both diagonalizable and constant. The former
property holds by Proposition 3.6, and the latter propery can be deduced from
Lemma 3.2 since Z ′ is constant and diagonalizable, and hence any diagonalizable
subgroup scheme of Z ′ must also be constant. 
The preceding argument can also be extended to arbitrary reductive groups G
with GF geometrically standard.
Proposition 3.9. Let G be a reductive group (with GF geometrically standard),
then |A(x
K
)| = |A(xF)|.
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Proof. In this proof k will denote either K or F.
Let G′ = [G,G], then by [J1, II.1.18] there exists an isogeny
(3.7) 1→ T1 ∩ T2 → G
′ × T2
pi
−→ G→ 1,
where T1 and T2 are tori and T1 ∩ T2 ⊆ Z(G
′ × T2) is central, diagonalizable and
finite. Let Z ′ = T1 ∩ T2. The arguments appearing immediately below (3.5) in the
proof of Lemma 3.8, also imply that Z ′ is diagonalizable and constant.
Let hO denote the Lie algebra of T2, and note that there must exist a balanced
nilpotent section x ∈ gO which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3, and is of
the form x = dπ(x′) for some balanced nilpotent section x′ ∈ g′
O
× hO, which
also satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3. (This again follows from the arguments
appearing immediately below (3.6).)
Let H ′ ⊆ G′×T2 be the centralizer of x
′, and let H ⊆ G be the centralizer of x.
Again, as in [LS, Lemma 2.33], there is an isogeny
1→ Z ′
k
→ H ′
k
→ H
k
→ 1,
obtained from (3.7) by base-changing to k, and restricting down to H ′
k
. Now just
as in the proof of Lemma 3.8, it suffices to show that the finite groups
Z ′
K
H ′◦
K
H ′◦
K
∼=
Z ′
K
Z ′
K
∩H ′◦
K
,
Z ′
F
H ′◦
F
H ′◦
F
∼=
Z ′
F
Z ′
F
∩H ′◦
F
have the same order. However, this follows from the argument given in the last
paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
Remark 3.10. In Theorem 3.12, it will be proven that the component groups are ac-
tually isomorphic (not just of the same order). The isomorphism of the component
groups for general reductive G with geometrically standard fiber GF was originally
claimed in [Mc2, Theorem B], however an error was later found in the proof.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.6. In this subsection, we will establish the smoothness
ofGx. The key step will be to show that Gxtf,F contains all the connected components
of Gx
F
. (We are still maintaining our assumption that F = F.)
Label the connected components of Gx
F
by (Gx
F
)i for i = 0, . . . ,m − 1, where
m = |A(xF)| and (G
x
F
)0 := (Gx
F
)◦ is the identity component subgroup scheme. Then
the decomposition of Gx
F
into its connected components induces the decomposition
F[GxF] = F[(G
x
F)
◦]× F[(GxF)
1]× · · · × F[(GxF)
m−1],
where F[(Gx
F
)◦] ∼= F[(GxF)
i] for all i ≥ 1 (as algebras). The fact that Gxtf,F is smooth
implies
F⊗O[Gxtf] = F[(G
x
F)
◦]× F[(GxF)
1]× · · · × F[(GxF)
k−1],
where 1 ≤ k ≤ m. In particular, F ⊗ O[Gxtf] ⊆ F[G
x
F
] and Gxtf,F has precisely k
connected components. Our goal is to show k = m.
If necessary, let us enlarge O, and consequently K, by a finite extension2 (the
assumption F = F implies that F remains unchanged), so that by Proposition 3.9
(3.8) K[GxK] = K[(G
x
K)
◦]×K[(GxK)
1]× · · · ×K[(GxK)
m−1].
2The integral closure of a (complete) DVR in a finite algebraic extension is a finitely-generated
(complete) DVR (cf. [Se, Chap. 1, Proposition 8, and Chap. 2, Proposition 3]).
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This decomposition is given by a set of orthogonal idempotents ǫ0, ǫ1, . . . , ǫm−1 ∈
K[Gx
K
] with ǫ2i = ǫi for i ≥ 0, ǫiǫj = 0 for i 6= j and ǫ0 + · · ·+ ǫm−1 = 1. Now
ǫi =
hi
ωni
where hi ∈ O[G
x
tf] and ni ≥ 0 for all i. Assume that each ni is chosen minimally so
that hi 6∈ ωO[G
x
tf]. Thus,
(3.9) ǫ2i = ǫi =⇒ h
2
i = ω
nihi.
On the other hand, hi 6∈ ωO[G
x
tf] implies that hi 6= 0 ∈ O[G
x
tf]/ωO[G
x
tf]
∼= F[Gxtf,F].
But by (3.9), hi
2
= 0 if ni > 0 (which contradicts the fact that F[G
x
tf,F] has no
nonzero nilpotent elements since it is reduced), so ni = 0 for all i, and therefore,
ǫi ∈ O[G
x
tf] for all i.
This gives an internal decomposition
O[Gxtf] = A0 ×A1 × · · ·Am−1,
where Ai = ǫiO[G
x
tf]. Tensoring with F gives an internal algebra decomposition
F⊗O[Gxtf] = F⊗A0 × F⊗A1 × · · · × F⊗Am−1,
since for all i, ǫi 6= 0 and ǫi
2 = ǫi, also ǫiǫj = 0 for i 6= j and ǫ0 + · · ·+ ǫm−1 = 1.
Thus, Gxtf,F has at least m connected components, and hence k = m. In particular,
Gxtf,F = G
x
F
, and hence, Gxtf = G
x so Gx is smooth in this case.
Remark 3.11. We have just shown that Theorem 1.6 will hold if O is enlarged by a
DVR O ⊂ O′ where the residue field of O′ is algebraically closed and the fraction
field of O′ is large enough so that (3.8) holds.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. For the proof, we return to the setup from §1, where the
only condition on O is that it is complete and F = O/ω.
Let O denote the completion of the maximal unramified extension of O. By
definition, ω is also the uniformizer for O and O/ωO = F. It also possible to
enlarge O by a finite purely ramified integral extension O′ ⊇ O (cf. [Se, §1.4]), such
that (3.8) holds over the fraction field K′ of O′, where we note O′ must have the
same residue field as O. By Remark 3.11, the base change Gx
O′
is smooth, and in
particular,
O′[GxO′ ] = O
′ ⊗O[Gx]
is torsion-free. Observe that O′ is torsion-free as an O-module, since O and O′ are
integral domains and O ⊆ O′. The fact that O is a DVR now implies O′ is also
a flat O-module (since these properties are equivalent for discrete valuation rings).
Thus, the functor O′ ⊗O − is exact, and the natural map
(3.10) O[Gx]
1⊗id
−−−→ O′ ⊗O[Gx]
is injective. To see why (3.10) is injective, first let 0 6= f ∈ O[Gx], be arbitrary.
There is a commutative diagram
Of −−−−→ O[Gx]y
y1⊗id
O′ ⊗Of −−−−→ O′ ⊗O[Gx],
where the bottom map is injective by exactness of O′ ⊗O −.
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Now suppose that f is torsion, then since Of is cyclic and non-zero, we must
have Of ∼= O/ωk for some k ≥ 1. If ω′ is the uniformizer of O′, then (ω′)r = ω for
some r ≥ 1. Thus
O′ ⊗Of ∼= O′/ωr ∼= O′/(ω′)rk,
where rk ≥ 1, and so must be non-zero. The injectivity of the bottom map in
the preceding diagram implies O′(1⊗ f) ∼= O′/(ω′)rk, therefore 1⊗ f must also be
non-zero, and torsion. But this is not possible since O′ ⊗O[Gx] is torsion-free.
This allows us to identify identify O[Gx] ⊆ O′⊗O[Gx], which implies that O[Gx]
must be torsion-free, since O′⊗O[Gx] is torsion-free and any non-zero O-submodule
of a torsion-free module is torsion-free. 
3.4. The component group scheme. We will continue to maintain our assump-
tion that F = F.
By [Mi, Definition 13.12], for any field k over O, there exists a component group
scheme, denoted Ak(x). This is defined to be the spectrum of the largest e´tale
subalgebra of k[Gx
k
] (cf. [Mi, 13b]). Moreover, the coordinate algebra k[Ak(x)] is
naturally a Hopf subalgebra of k[Gx
k
]. The inclusion k[Ak(x)] →֒ k[G
x
k
], induces a
surjective group scheme homomorphism Gx → Ak(x). The connected component of
Gx
k
, denoted (Gx
k
)◦, can now be defined as the normal subgroup scheme given by
the kernel of this morphism.
It follows from [Mi, Proposition 13.18], that for any field extension k′ ⊇ k,
Ak′(x) ∼= Ak(x)k′ , and (G
x
k′ )
◦ ∼= (Gxk )
◦
k′ .
In particular, (AK(x)K)(K)
∼= A(xK) and (AF(x))(F)
∼= A(xF), where the discrete
groups on the right-hand-side were considered in §3.2.
In §3.3, it was shown that if x ∈ gO is a balanced nilpotent section, and K satisfies
(3.8), then there exist orthogonal idempotents ǫ0, . . . , ǫm−1 ∈ O[G
x] so that
(3.11) O[Gx] = ǫ0O[(G
x)]× ǫ1O[(G
x)]× · · · × ǫm−1O[(G
x)],
where m = |A(x)
K
| = |A(x)F|.
Therefore, the O-scheme Gx has a decomposition
(3.12) Gx = (Gx)◦ ⊔ (Gx)1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ (Gx)m−1,
where (Gx)i = Spec(ǫiO[G
x]) and (Gx)i
K
and (Gx)i
F
give the complete set of con-
nected components for Gx
K
and Gx
F
respectively.
Theorem 3.12. Let x ∈ gO be a balanced nilpotent section, and suppose that O is
such that F = F and K satisfies (3.8). If we let A(x) be the constant scheme defined
by the subalgebra
(3.13) O[A(x)] :=
m−1∑
i=0
Oǫi ⊆ O[G
x],
where ǫ0, . . . , ǫm−1 ∈ O[G
x] are as in (3.11), then
(1) for any field k over O, A(x)k ∼= Ak(x),
(2) O[A(x)] is a Hopf subalgebra of O[Gx],
(3) (Gx)◦ is the kernel of the induced homomorphism Gx ։ A(x), so that
A(x) ∼= Gx/(Gx)◦ and (Gx)◦ EGx is a normal subgroup scheme.
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Proof. We begin by proving (1). Let us first consider the case where k = K, then
it suffices to show that K[A(x)K] = K ⊗ O[A(x)] ⊆ K[G
x
k
] is the largest e´tale
subalgebra of K[Gx
K
]. To see why this is the case, let R ⊆ k[Gx
K
] be the maximal
e´tale subalgebra, so that by definition, R ⊇ K[A(x)K] (such a subalgebra always
exists). By [Mi, Proposition 13.8], K ⊗ R ⊆ K[Gx
K
] also gives the maximal e´tale
subalgebra. Now, [Mi, Corollary 13.9] and [Mi, Lemma 13.4] imply
dimKR = dimK(K⊗R) = |{connected components of G
x
K
}| = m,
where the rightmost equality follows from assumption (3.8). Thus, dimKR =
dimKK[AK(x)], and therefore, R = K[AK(x)]. The same argument also show that
F[A(x)F] is the maximal e´tale subalgebra of F[G
x
F
]. Finally, suppose k is any field
over O. Then either k ⊇ K or k ⊇ F, and in both cases [Mi, Proposition 13.8]
implies that k[A(x)k] is the maximal e´tale subalgebra of k[G
x
k
]. So we have verified
(1).
Now we will verify (2). Let ∆, σ and ε denote the coproduct, antipode and
counit for O[Gx] respectively. It suffices to show
∆(O[A(x)]) ⊆ O[A(x)] ⊗O[A(x)],
σ(O[A(x)]) ⊆ O[A(x)] and ε(O[A(x)]) = O. The third identity can be verified
immediately by observing that ε(O[A(x)]) ⊆ O is an O-subalgebra of O, which
implies equality since O cannot have any proper O-subalgebras.
To verify the first two identities, we first note that for an O-algebra k, the Hopf
algebra structure of k[Gx
k
] = k ⊗ O[Gx] is given by ∆k := idk ⊗∆, εk := idk ⊗ ε,
σk := idk ⊗ σ. So, in particular, for k = K, the first two identities must hold for
K⊗O[A(x)] by (1). To verify the second identity, it suffices to show S(ǫi) ∈ O[A(x)]
for all i since S is O-linear. However, the fact that O[A(x)] is torsion-free, allows us
to identify O[A(x)] ⊂ K⊗O[A(x)], so that σ = (σK)|O[A(x)]. Thus, if i is arbitrary,
then
σ(ǫi) = σK(ǫi) = a0ǫ0 + a1ǫ1 + · · ·+ am−1ǫm−1 ∈ (K⊗O[A(x)]) ∩ σ(O[A(x)])
for some a0, . . . , am−1 ∈ K. But since σ is a morphism of O-algebras, and the
ǫ0, . . . , ǫm−1 are pairwise orthogonal idempotents, then
σ(ǫi)
2 = σ(ǫ2i ) = σ(ǫi)
implies
a20ǫ0 + a
2
1ǫ1 + · · ·+ a
2
m−1ǫm−1 = a0ǫ0 + a1ǫ1 + · · ·+ am−1ǫm−1,
so a2i = ai, and hence, ai ∈ {0, 1} ⊂ O for all i. So the second identity is verified.
Similarly, if i is arbitrary, then
∆(ǫi) = ∆K(ǫi) =
∑
(j,k)
ajkǫj ⊗ ǫk ∈ (K⊗O[A(x)]⊗K⊗O[A(x)]) ∩∆(O[A(x)])
for some ajk ∈ K. Now observe set of ǫj ⊗ ǫk gives a linearly independent set of
pairwise orthogonal idempotents for O[Gx] ⊗ O[Gx], and that ∆ is a morphism
algebras. Thus,
∆(ǫi)
2 = ∆(ǫ2i ) = ∆(ǫi)
implies ∑
(j,k)
a2jkǫj ⊗ ǫk =
∑
(j,k)
ajkǫj ⊗ ǫk,
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so that a2jk = ajk, which forces ajk ∈ {0, 1} ⊂ O. Therefore, O[A(x)] is a Hopf
subalgebra of O[Gx].
So the inclusion O[A(x)] →֒ O[Gx] of Hopf algebras, induces a surjective map of
group schemes
Gx ։ A(x).
Finally, let H be the kernel of this homomorphism. From the definition of the
kernel of a group scheme homomorphism, we have
O[H ] = O[Gx]/(ǫ1 + · · ·+ ǫm−1)O[G
x] = O[(Gx)◦].
Thus, H = (Gx)◦, and in particular, (Gx)◦ is a normal subgroup scheme of Gx.

Now we can prove Theorem 1.8.
Prooof of Theorem 1.8. Let us now return to our hypothesis on O, K and F from §1.
Just as in the proof of Theorem 1.6, we begin by replacing O with the completion
of its maximal unramified extension, which we denote by O. Now the residue field
of O is the algebraic closure F of F, and let K′′ ⊇ K be the fraction field of O. Also
let O′ be a finite integral extension of O (with fraction field K′ ⊇ K′′ ⊇ K) such
that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.12 is satisfied.
Applying Theorem 3.12 to this setup, immediately implies A(x
K′
) ∼= A(xF),
where K′ denotes the algebraic closure of K′. Finally, A
K
denote the component
group scheme, and noting that K ⊆ K′, then it follows from [Mi, Proposition 13.8]
that A(x
K
) ∼= A(xK′ ) as groups. Therefore, A(xK)
∼= A(xF). 
4. Centralizers for the G×Gm action
4.1. Smoothness in the graded case. For simplicity, we will introduce the no-
tation G = G × Gm. The scheme g is also equipped with a G action, where Gm
acts by the cohomological action, t · x = t−2x for t ∈ Gm(k) and x ∈ g(k) and any
O-algebra k. This gives O[g] a non-negative, even grading which is generated in
degree 2. Now, for any balanced nilpotent x ∈ gO,
3 consider the centralizer Gx, as
well as the centralizers for the base-changes Gx
K
and Gx
F
.
Suppose now that x ∈ gO is a balanced nilpotent section, then by [Mc3, Theorem
1.2.1], there exists an integral associated cocharacter
φx : Gm −→ G
x,
such that φx,K and φx,F are the associated cocharacters arising from the Jacobson-
Morozov triples for xK and xF respectively.
Let Int : (Gx)op −→ Aut(Gx), with Inth(g) = hgh
−1 for h, g ∈ Gx(k) be a mor-
phism of group schemes. An action of Gm on G
x can then be given by
(4.1) t · g = φx(t
−1)gφx(t) = Intφx(t−1)(g),
for g ∈ Gx(k) and any O-algebra k. Let
Gm ⋉φx G
x,
be the semi-direct product formed from this action.
3Recall that gO := g(O).
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Proposition 4.1. There is an isomorphism of group schemes
Gm ⋉φx G
x ∼−→ Gx ⊆ G×Gm,
given by t⋉ g 7→ (gφx(t
−1), t−1) for any g ∈ G(k), t ∈ Gm(k) and any O-algebra k.
Proof. Let us first note that this map is well-defined and natural for any O-algebra
k. Now, letting k be arbitrary and identifying x ∈ g(k) with its image under the
morphism g(O)→ g(k), we observe that (g, t) ∈ Gx(k) ⊆ (G× Gm)(k) if and only
if
x = (g, t) · x = Ad(1,t) ◦Ad(g,1)x = t
−2Adgx,
or equivalently, Adgx = t
2x. Now since φx is an associated cocharacter, then x ∈
g2 with respect to its induced grading on g (equivalently Adφx(t)x = t
2x for any
t ∈ Gm(k)). Thus,
Adgx = Adφx(t)x ⇐⇒ Adgφx(t−1)x = x,
and so gφx(t
−1) ∈ Gx(k). Therefore,
(g, t) ∈ Gx(k) ⇐⇒ (g, t) = (hφx(t), t) for h = gφx(t
−1) ∈ Gx(k).
Therefore, this map is canonically a group isomorphism for every O-algebra k, and
hence is an isomorphism of group schemes. 
Corollary 4.2. The scheme-theoretic centralizers Gx
K
and Gx
F
are smooth.
Now recall that if k is a field over O, then there exists an additional Levi-
decomposition of Gx
k
. Let Gx
k,red ×Gm act on G
x
k,unip by
(g, t) · u = gφx(t
−1)uφx(t)g
−1,
for (g, t) ∈ (Gxred,k ×Gm)(k
′), u ∈ Gx
k,unip(k
′) and any k-algebra k′. Let
(Gx
k,red ×Gm)⋉G
x
k,unip be the semi-direct product formed from this action.
Corollary 4.3. For k ∈ {K,F}, there is an isomorphism
(Gxk,red ×Gm)⋉G
x
k,unip
∼
−→ Gxk
given by (g, t)⋉u 7→ (gφx(t
−1)u, t−1) for (g, t)⋉ u ∈
(
(Gx
k,red ×Gm)⋉G
x
k,unip
)
(k′)
and any k-algebra k′. In particular, Gx
k,red
∼= Gxk,red ×Gm and G
x
k,unip
∼= Gxk,unip.
Proof. This follows by observing that for any k-algebra k′, this map is canonically
equivalent to the one in Proposition 4.1, and is therefore an isomorphism. 
The following theorem is now immediate.
Theorem 4.4. Let x ∈ gO be a balanced nilpotent section, and let k ∈ {K,F}, then
the morphism Gx → Spec(O) is smooth and Gx
k
/(Gx
k
)◦(k) ∼= A(xk).
Furthermore, if the conditions of Theorem 3.12 are satisfied, then the morphism
Gx ։ A(x) lifts to a group scheme homomorphism Gx ։ A(x), where the base
changes A(x)k also give the component group schemes for G
x
k
(i.e. there are group
scheme isomorphisms Gx
k
/(Gx
k
)◦ ∼= Gxk/(G
x
k
)◦.)
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4.2. Integral lattices. For a balanced nilpotent section x ∈ gO, let H ∈ {G
x,Gx},
then the flatness of H now implies that for any finite-dimensional HK-module V ,
there exists an H-stable O-lattice M ⊂ V (cf. [J1, I.10.4]).
Lemma 4.5. Let k ∈ {K,F}. If N is a Gx
k
= Gm ⋉φx G
x
k
-module such that
(t⋉g) ·n = (1⋉g) ·n for any t⋉g ∈ (Gm⋉φx G
x
k
)(k′), n ∈ N(k′) and any k-algebra
k′, then Gx
k,unip acts trivially on N .
Proof. If we assume the hypothesis, then since Gx
k
, Gm and G
x
k
are all reduced by
Corollary 4.2, it suffices to show that Gx
k,unip(k) acts trivially on N(k) = N ⊗k k.
So without loss of generality, assume that k = k, so that it suffices to work with
the geometric points.
The restriction of N to Gx
k
corresponds to a group variety homomorphism
ψ : Gxk −→ GL(N),
and our goal is show ψ(Gx
k,unip) = {1}. However, since
Lieψ(Gxk,unip) = dψ (LieG
x
k,unip),
then it suffices to show dψ (LieGx
k,unip) = 0.
The fact that N is a (Gm ⋉φx G
x
k
)-module is equivalent to saying that ψ is Gm-
equivariant, where Gm y G
x
k
via (4.1) (e.g. by Intφx(t−1)), and that Gm y GL(N)
trivially by the hypothesis. Moreover, there are induced actions of Gm on the
respective Lie algebras (given by the adjoint action), so that
dψ : gxk −→ gl(N)
is also Gm-equivariant. Equivalent the respective Lie algebras are given gradings
gxk =
⊕
k∈Z
(gxk )k, gl(N) =
⊕
k∈Z
gl(N)k,
where the Gm-equivariance of dψ induces a decomposition dψ =
⊕
k∈Z dψk such
that
dψk : (g
x
k)k −→ gl(N)k.
Observe now that gl(N) = gl(N)0 and dψk = 0 for all k 6= 0, since the action of
Gm on GL(N), and hence on gl(N), is trivial. By (4.1), the action of any t ∈ Gm
is given by the automorphism
d(Intφx(t
−1)) = Adφx(t−1) : g
x
k −→ g
x
k ,
and thus by [J2, Proposition 5.10],
Lie(Gxk,red) = (g
x
k )0, Lie(G
x
k,unip) =
⊕
k<0
(gxk )k,
with (gx
k
)k = 0 for all k > 0. Finally, we see that since dψk = 0 for all k 6= 0, then
dψ(LieGx
k,unip) = 0. 
Remark 4.6. The reason for the sign difference between the Z-grading on gx
k
in the
preceding proof, and the Z-grading in [J2, Proposition 5.10] is due to the fact that
the grading here is induced from the action (4.1), which gives Adφx(t−1), while the
cited proposition is with respect to the inverse action given by Adφx(t) for t ∈ Gm.
Proposition 4.7. If V is any Gx
K
-module which factors through Gx
K,red, then there
exists a Gx-stable O-latticeM ⊂ V such thatMF factors through G
x
F,red (i.e. G
x
F,unip
acts trivially on MF).
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Proof. By Corollary 4.3, V can be lifted to a module for Gx
K
which has trivialGm and
Gx
K,unip actions. Comparing with Proposition 4.1, we observe that the restriction
of V to
(Gm ⋉φx 1)K ⊆ (Gm ⋉φx G
x
K)K
is also trivial. Now Theorem 4.4 ensures that Gx is smooth (and hence flat over O),
therefore there must exist a Gx-stable O-lattice M ⊂ V , and by Proposition 4.1, it
follows that M has the structure of a Gm-module by restricting to Gm ⋉φx 1. This
structure is the equivalent to giving M a grading M =
⊕
k∈ZMk. And moreover,
V =M ⊗K =
⊕
k∈Z
(Mk ⊗K),
where Vk = Mk ⊗K is the grading arising from the (Gm ⋉φx 1)K module structure.
Since this module structure is trivial, then it must be the case that V = V0 which,
by the fact that M is free, implies Mk = 0 for all k 6= 0. Finally, by base-changing
to F, it can be observed that the (Gm ⋉φx 1)F module structure on MF is given by
MF = M ⊗K =
⊕
k∈Z
(Mk ⊗ F) =M0 ⊗ F.
This implies thatMF satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.5, and therefore, it factors
through Gx
F,red. 
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